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The mini batch blender is especially designed for blending of small batches and
for trails. The additional components can be assembled without any tools and are
easy to integrate in the PLC.
The use of various bins covers all applications.
Thanks to the newly developed flexible container (FIBC) and the support which
transfers the bag into a rigid container, gravimetric blending can also be realized.

various bins for each situation

flexible container (FIBC)

container (IBC)

drums

double cone

v-container

Mini batch blender technical data
max. load

150 kg

dimensions A x B x C

1620 x 1320 x 1800 mm

blender cabinet D x E x F

940 x 490 x 1475 mm

wheels

frontside: 2 fixed wheels
backside: 2 swivel castors with brake
material: polyamide

protection cover

acrylic glass with closed section of aluminium

material outside

AISI 316L / AISI 304, Ra < 1,5 µm

material product contact

AISI 316L, Ra < 0,8 µm

blending bins

individual exchangeable
containers, drums, double cone bins, special bins, FIBCs

integrated implements

mounted by triclamp connection

additional functions

optional: heated container, spraying system,
vacuum connection

blending drive

frequency adjustable worm gear motor with brake

revolution speed

5-20 U/min, adjustable

blending time

0-99 min, adjustable

rotating direction

crosswise to the cabinet

control

SPS, Siemens S7

operating

Touchpanel Lauer WOP 10“

electrical supply

230/400 V, 50 Hz

power

1,5 kW (only blender) / 0,75 kW (active mixer)

connection

standardized plug CEK ON (16A)
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The gravity blender can be extended by following components:
- active mixer for blending of difficult products
- NIR-System for realtime monitoring of blend uniformity
- FIBCs
- movable frame construction with saftey housing for a flexible use
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